At this morning’s Open Morning we presented The Baily Building, for the first time, to our
visiting and prospective families. In the capable hands of our most composed and articulate
tour guides, it did not let us down. There was a discernible buzz around its classrooms, Miss
Clayton was in the foyer with her display of some of the excellent TED projects completed
over the summer, Mr Hewitt’s piano lessons had, for one morning only, transferred to the
Bawtree Hall giving the pupils a taste of auditorium playing and Ms Gash’s talented LAMDA
performers had taken up residence, within a golden frame, on the terrace in front of the curtain
walling. Visitors enjoyed a display of physical fitness and prowess laid on by Mr Reay and
Elias A welcomed our VIPs with a cello serenade in the Chapel Courtyard. The whole site
was alive with interest and curiosity and it was fabulous to see some of the Year 7 pupils, on
their very first Open Morning, rising to the challenge of answering endless questions, sharing
pertinent information with the appropriate helpings of enthusiasm and navigating the stairs and
slopes of the whole school site with consummate professionalism and confidence. Thank you
to all the families who have put Hazelwood on their radar and to everyone who pulled together
to make the morning, across the school and the Nursery sites, such a success.
A huge thank you goes also to all the staff and parents from the Nursery who have been
preparing the children for the most wonderful Harvest Festival held earlier this week in the
Paterson Hall. I remember, from my days as a parent, the very many car journeys singing the
songs over and over to become familiar with the words and the tunes. From the note and word
perfect renditions on Wednesday, I could tell that some things don’t change. The
encouragement that the children have been given, so soon after changing rooms, key workers
and routines, is much appreciated. The children hosted a very effective celebration. The
number of scarecrows on display too was very impressive and whilst, in the spirit of
competition, there had to be winners, in my book all were brilliant and full of character.

Prize winning scarecrows in the Head’s choice, Most original and Overall winner categories

On Thursday the school played host to two very important visitors - the grandson and great
grandson of Mr Irving, the school’s Head in the late 1930’s and the eponymous hero of Irving
House, winners of the first HeroBear Triathlon House Cup. Dr Anthony and Nick Irving spent
a good number of hours with staff and pupils, exploring the site and sharing photographic
memorabilia from their grandfather’s time at Hazelwood. The highlight was a series of pencil
sketches of pupils and staff artistically created by Mrs Irving, the Head’s wife. After a tour of

the site, the two Mr Irvings enjoyed lunch in the company of the school’s current Head Boy
and Girl and the House Captains of the Irving House under the watchful eye of the Irving
Iguana in the Dining Hall. It was fascinating to listen to their stories and understand, whilst so
much has changed, how alive the unique spirit of Hazelwood was then as it is now. We were
left copies of their memories to be added to the school’s growing collection of alumni archives.

Mr Irving (Senior and Junior) with Emily K (Irving House Captain), Charlie D (Head Boy),
Mr Jarvis (Head of Upper School, Evie H (Head Girl), Jack G (Irving House Captain),
Tedd M, Camelia Q and Ella S (Baily Building Ambassadors on their recent visit.

A whole school photo taken outside the front door and one of Mrs Irving’s charming
portraits. Mr Irving, the Head, is seated in the centre of the front row.
One of the images that they shared was that of the school play in Mr Irving’s time as Head.
Without a theatre way back then, the performances took place on the Head’s lawn with the
rockery and planting as their dramatic backdrop. With fewer cast members, the plays had the
distinct look and feel of a pantomime, playing for laughs with slapstick humour and physical
comedy. A far cry from this year’s Year 8 play, “Totally Over You“ which turns the spotlight on
the world of celebrity culture, the pitfalls and the temptations of shooting to fame and fortune,
looking deep within our cultural psyche and interrogating what’s right and wrong. Oh and
having a whole lot of fun along the way! The children have been working hard in rehearsals
ready for the shows next week on Wednesday and Thursday. It would be lovely if as many of
the wider school community could show their support by attending one or other of the two

performances. It would be terrific to end this first half term with packed houses on both nights.
The play features a boy band called ‘Awesome’ and I am sure that the standard of the acting
and singing (but maybe not the dancing) will be nothing less!
And finally, although we have only just returned to school, looking forward to the year ahead,
the round of Year 8 Senior School exams has begun. The fates of our top flight of pupils are
already being decided and, whilst dependent upon performance in the summer CE exams, I
am delighted with the early feedback we are receiving. Congratulations therefore go to both
Sasha T and Emily K who heard this week that places have been reserved for them at
Benenden School following their performance in the assessment weekend a fortnight ago.
Both will be following in the footsteps of Catherine P who left Hazelwood last summer to go to
Benenden clutching an Academic Exhibition. Well done girls!
For a list of emails/letters/texts sent home each week please see the ‘Notice Board’ further
down the Nutshell.
News from The Nursery & Early Years
This week we celebrated our Harvest Festival. All of the children from Robins to Oak joined in
the celebrations in the Paterson hall. The Oak children rose to the challenge of their first public
performance and spoke clearly and confidently and sung with enthusiasm. The younger
children participated with the actions and were very vocal for our scarecrow and ‘Big Red
Combine Harvester’ songs. It was lovely to be joined by so many of the Oak parents which
made it a very special occasion for all. Thank you to all of you who kindly donated food gifts
which we will be taking to help those who rely on our local food banks.

The other key feature of
the week has been our
wonderful
scarecrows
which
are
currently
decorating the site. A very
big thank you to all the
families who took the time
to create a scarecrow. The
children are rightly proud
of their creations and were
keen to show me their
handy work. Judging was
extremely hard with so
many excellent entries.

The overall winner was chosen and there were also a number of highly commended places
who will also receive a small prize as it was impossible to choose just one. Please claim your
prize if your scarecrow is featured in this issue of the Nutshell as a prize winner. Contact Mrs
Twyman in the Nursery Office.
In the rooms this week Fledglings 1 have been exploring how shaving foam feels and enjoyed
hiding and finding animals in the shredded paper. There has also been plenty of gluing and
sticking alongside story reading, songs and exploratory play.

Fledglings 2 have had a transport theme this week and have explored cars and rolling in a
vast array of ways. There has been painting with cars, creating a giant tractor as well as some
role play with card board boxes which became their very own personalised bus.

I won the Best Design
scarecrow prize

I was judged to be best able
to stand strong and tall

Upper Robins have explored the site and the changing seasons and been collecting leaves
and sticks as well as painting leaves to create an eye catching display. Lower Robins have
been creating their own self-portraits and discussed their families after looking at the book ‘My
Funny Family’. They have also created their own playdough and enjoyed a variety of messy
play including some with lentils.

Skylarks have been exploring the Elmer story and so there has been a wealth of patterns from
pasta, fruit, cereal, shapes as well as pattern necklaces. This week they started their lending
library and the children have thoroughly enjoyed choosing their own books to take home.

Curious George was a particular hit. In the garden the children have been industriously
making mud pies and also started to create their very own story den in the garden.
In Oak they have made their
own leaf man from autumn
leaves that they have found
and brought in. They have
been sorting conkers and
pine cones - looking closely
at their similarities and
differences. They have also
been thinking about having a
tiger for tea and enjoyed role
playing being the tiger.

They have even tried Hot seating where one of the children pretended to be the Tiger and the
other children asked the tiger questions such as: Where did you come from? Where do you
live? Why did you come to Sophie's house? They were so engrossed in this that they
completely lost track of time! Alongside the other tiger activities, they have also been making
jam sandwiches for the tea party in a host of different shapes. However, the rectangular and
triangular ones were definitely the easiest to make.
Reminders for next week:
It is Eco Week at the Nursery & Early Years next week – the children will take part in a range
of exciting activities and throughout the week will be creating their very own bug mansion and
listening to our Eco visitor who will talk to the children recycling.
Half term for Oak children and term time children begins at the end of Friday 14 th October until
Monday 31st October.
A reminder to all Oak children to come back after half term wearing their winter uniform
(school tracksuit and blue logoed polo shirt) with school shoes. Also please make sure
children come back with the school winter coat

News from Hazelwood
Girls’ Winter Uniform
As the weather is turning and temperatures have already dropped, please be aware that girls
can come to school on Monday 10th October in their winter uniform. Alternatively they can
wear navy tights with their summer dresses and cardigans.
Carmageddon
Please can parents assist in ensuring that drop off and pick up works as smoothly as it can,
and it has been since returning for the start of the new term.
Now that we have so many spaces in the car park in the morning , please can parents NOT
doble park along the hedgeline blocking the parked cars in. This should only happen if all
spaces in the central area have been filled. Please particualrly refrain from double parking
opposite the Chestnut Building as this causes dealys as cars and other delivery vehicles
cannot eaily enter the site.

In the afternoons, we are considering a parental suggestion to break into double stream on
turning into the car park (at the right hand bend just as the Chestnut Building draws up on your
left). This will further streamline pick up and ensure that cars are already in two lines by the
time they hit the central area. This suggestion will be reviewed over half term and
implemented, if felt beneficial, on our return in November. Thank you to the parent for the
bright idea!
Years 5-8 Tea & Prep Room
Please remmeber that the Years 5-8 Prep Room jhas moved to its permanent home in the
Lower School Art Room of the Baily Buidling. Pleae come and pick your children up from here.
Thank you.
Apologies for the Baily Building Lift
Pleae accept the school’s apologies that the lift in The Baily Building has been out of service
again recently. We have now had the technical team out from Stannah to asses it and they
have assured us that a permanent solution has been found to remedy the recurring fault. We
are keeping everything crossed that they are right and that our visitors in need of asistance
will be able finally to enjoy all that the baily Building has to offer on all of its three floors!
Congratulations to Louis B in Year 3 for being awarded a Blue Peter ‘Green’ Badge! Louis
attended one of Mrs Bean’s DT holiday courses and made the most luxuriuous of bug boxes
which he placed in his garden for all the spiders, ladybirds and creepy crawlies to enjoy. Louis’
eco efforts were rewarded by the favourite TV show with a very smart Green Peter badge to
wear alongside the badge he was awarded earlier!

“One of the most
comfortable bug
boxes I have
ever slept in.
Plenty of space
and all the home
comforts under
one roof.
A
stylish design in
a great location”
S.P. IDER

Thank you to everyone who took part in, or supported, the HeroBear triathlon earlier this
year. The sponsorship money has been counted and we have raised £16,500 for Help 4
Heroes. A massive effort. Thanks go too to all our sponsors. Your support was very
much appreciated and meant that more of the fund raising effort could be focused on
supporting the work of the most worthy of charities. A fabulous team effort and one of
which we can be justly proud.

Thanks to Helen Brown who came to talk to Yr8's about Typography in Art and Design
Technology. Her workshop gave an understanding of why and what we use today and
yesteryear and how the advances in technology have assisted in the speed and accuracy of
graphic design.
She gave a brief history behind its creation and explored the new methods of using the
computers. The purpose of the session was to inspire the pupils as they embark on their Art
and DT projects this term in which typography plays a significant role.
Mrs Bean & Mrs Tulett
Congratulations (again) to Daniel H who this time competed in the London Development
Open gymnastics championship. In the face of national opposition, Daniel kept his cool and
finished a hugely creditable 8th place with a score of 51.202 points out of a possible 60.
Fantastic!

Congratulations too to Hannah R who had the most
amazing swimming gala recently. Competing at the K2
pool in Crawley in the Lis Hartley meet, Hannah stormed
the pool leaving very few medals for the rest of the
competitors. As well as recording four personal best
times in her quest for success, Hannah won 2 golds
(200m IM / 50m Freestyle), 3 silvers (200m Freestyle /
100m Fly / 100m freestyle) and 1 Bronze - 50m Back.
She is as versatile as she is talented. Phenomenal!
Thank you to Mrs Dymoke and Mrs Wisniewski for
organising an amazing National Poetry Day. Full reports
and pictures from the visit of poet Chrissie Gittin will
appear in next week’s Nutshell. The children even
enjoyed a Tasting Table at lunchtime inspired by her
poems. The lavender cordial was particularly well
received.
The next TED Project will be set in December, to be completed and handed in at the
end of January. There will be no TED for the October half-term.
Thank you. Mrs Louw

Year 7 have been studying the New Testament and the church. They were set a challenge to
design a place of worship for children their age, 12. Their ideas were amazing and included a
font you can swim in and an animal room where you can respect and show love for God's
creatures.

Speak now or
forever….
The Limpsfield
Neighbourhood
Plan survey and
suggestion box
is now positioned
on
the
wall
outside
the
sports hall. You
have until the
end of November
to share your
views.
Year 1 visit to Brighton Toy Museum
Year 1 had an enchanting time on Monday when they stepped into a colourful world of toys
and models, hidden in four of the early Victorian arches under Brighton Railway Station. The
Brighton Toy Museum has over ten thousand toys and models and most of the exhibits focus
on the golden age of toy making during the early Twentieth Century.
Having been welcomed by the education officer, the children were immediately invited to
investigate and explore the galleries independently, looking for particular toys, on a mission to
find the answers to the guide’s questions. They then took part in two hands-on workshops,
one on teddies and dolls and the other on moving toys, which gave the pupils the opportunity
to handle old toys, explore how toys were made, and compare with modern day versions.

After lunch the children sat down to watch a charming puppet show. Mesmerised by the
puppets, they sat enthralled as they discovered the mystery of the missing corn, and they
were entertained by the cheeky white horse who galloped and pranced to the sound of the
children’s giggles.

Throughout the visit, it was wonderful to hear our pupils ask so many questions and
hypothesize about possible answers with their peers. In our modern world of digital media,
wireless technology and online gaming it was heartening to see that such simple things as
spinning tops and wooden puppets keeping our pupils so well captivated. Thank you to all the
parents who accompanied us on the visit.
Elaine Anderson
Hockey on the rise at Hazelwood: Meet Harry Tusler, Sports Coach
Hazelwood only introduced hockey into its
Games curriculum in recent years. In that
relatively short period of time, the girls have
secured some notable victories over teams who
have been playing the sport for a lot longer.
From the youngest teams to the more
experienced Upper School teams, this season
has started off very well with all age groups
benefitting from some excellent coaching
provided by the Sports Department. Mr Tusler
is one member of the team who, being new this
year, needs some introduction….
Harry had this to say:
Basically I'm representing my club, Holcombe
HC, in the first round of the European Hockey
League (EHL).
The EHL is the highest level of club hockey I can play in the world. Its effectively the
'Champions League of the hockey season'. I'm travelling to Banbridge in Ireland to play
two games, the first on Friday night against KS AZS AWF Poznan (the 15/16 Polish league
winners) and the second on Saturday night against SV Kampong (a Dutch side and last
year’s EHL Champions!).
I currently play alongside 5 of the Great
summer and we will be competing against
hoping to qualify for the Knock Out round
and any more information about the
website http://ehlhockey.tv “

Britain men's squad that went to Rio in the
some of the best players in the world. We are
of 16 in April. The matches are streamed live
tournament can be found on the EHL

Fabulous hockey results!

Sport

Age

Team

Opposition

Result

Girl of the game

Hockey

U8

A

Reigate St Marys

Won 2-0

Whole team

Hockey

U8

B

Reigate St Marys

Won 5-1

Ella Danby & Clemmie
Ward

Hockey

U8/U9

C

Reigate St Marys

Won 3-1

Lillian de Bruin

1st Irving, 2nd
Baily, 3rd Parry
and 4th Dowling

Evie Hall, Connie
Digges, Camelia
Quessy, Sasha
Twyman & Jas Fletcher

Hockey

U10-U13

A

Inter-house
Hockey

Hockey

U10-U13

B

Inter-house
Hockey

1st Baily, 2nd
Irving, 3rd Parry,
4th Dowling

Isla Mosely, Lucy
Howells, Lila Dickens &
Jaslyn Cole

Hockey

U9

A

Hawthorns
Tournament

Won 2, drew 1 &
lost 2

The Whole Team

Hockey

U8

A

Micklefield

Won 4-0

Jessica Lowe

Hockey

U8

B

Micklefield

Drew 1-1

Eve Carpenter

More happy cross country runners!
Hazelwood pupils have worked hard on their fitness in PE lessons with a particular focus on
stamina and gaining an improved understanding of the body and how hard we can push
ourselves. This hard work was evident at the Somerhill South East Cross Country
Championships (formerly known as IAPS) on Thursday. The course for all ages included
some steep climbs around the beautiful school grounds. A number of changes were made to
the Hazelwood squad to allow other pupils an opportunity to run in a competitive environment.
Mr Reay and Mr Fotheringham were both particularly pleased with the number of quality
performances and the depth we have added to our squad.
Special mentions on the day must go to Daniel A finishing 3rd out of 113 runners in the Under
9 boys’ category. Luke D was frustrated with his 3rd place finish at last week’s Thomas Trophy
and went one better with a 2nd place finish out of 135 runners. As previously mentioned we
are not only delighted with these outstanding individual performances but also the team ethic
and strength we have as a squad this year. Well done to all the teams including the Under 11
Boys who finished in 3rd place out of 20 teams and the Under 9 Boys and Under 11 Girls both
finishing in 4th place out of 17 and 21 teams respectively.
As Jas F eloquently put it, “Hazelwood pupils don’t walk.” Perhaps we have a new school
moto!
Well done everyone.

Mr Reay

Apologies to the beautiful butterfly dancers. On an early version of the on-line Nutshell, the
image did not reproduce. Here it is, in all its summertime glory.
Nick Irving and I were very impressed with everything we encountered. The children
seemed very happy as did the teachers. The facilities and grounds were all that one could
ask for. I wish my Grandmother could see it now! Hugh was born in what is now South
Africa (Cape Colony) in 1880 and died in Suffolk in 1943. My Grandmother was Ruth
Alice Irving she had attended the Royal Academy of Art in 1906 and I think she acted as
matron in the school. She had been a volunteer nurse during the First World War. It could
be how she met Hugh as he was gassed in that war.”
Tony Irving following his visit to Hazelwood

The children in Oak have been having fun this week, aptly leaf rubbing from the leaves in the
sensory tray (after reading the story of "Leaf Man"). They have been making shapes with
sticks matching the coloured ends. The boys got creative and made a rectangle robot.
Special mention should go to Kitty C who received a 'Head Teacher Award' for her still life
drawing of some leaves from the autumn tray.
Vocab Express: Competition Results
This year the Vocab Express competition has got our Upper School pupils working hard with
some fierce competition emerging amongst Year 7!
In Year 7 the winners are:
Les rouges: James L closely followed by James M and Henry HR.
Les bleus: Max B followed by Joe McC and Max L.
Les verts: Archie P followed by Dominic C and Jonathan H.
In Year 8 the best achieving class are Les verts with Max T in first place, closely followed by
Sasha T and Annabelle Q.
And the Hazelwood geniuses are:
1. James M with 1,680 points
2. James L with 1,640 points
3. Henry HR with 1,115 points
4. Archie P with 1,045 points

5. Max B with 960 points
6. Max T with 930 points
7. Sasha T equal with Holly de VH with 765 points
9. Alex M with 740 points
10. Maddy H with 705 points
Well done to everyone who tried their best in the competition. We look forward to the next one
in the spring term!
Madame Le Floch and Madame Jones

Making a great impression at today’s Open Morning

2M have trail-tastic fun in the forest!
This week 2M ventured down to the woods to spend some time learning there. The first signs
of Autumn were definitely showing and the children investigated the far part of our Forest
Schools site, nicknamed the ‘Fallen Climbing Tree’ area. There they took charge of the
camera and snapped up interesting things they found and we discussed what we knew about
them and thought of questions to ask as well.

Time flew by and the children decided to find their own way back through the woods to the fire
circle where we end our sessions. We made a new path through the fallen trees and had to
climb over and squeeze under branches, bushes and small trees. Much perseverance and
resilience was needed, with the children respecting the habitat by not breaking too many
plants or twigs off, so they slowly made their way through the undergrowth.

We finished the session with the loudest rendition of Happy Birthday to Thomas Evans that
has ever been heard in Oxted and all agreed that making new paths and pushing ourselves
to try and search for new things is a great way to learn and spend time outdoors.

HPA
HPA Boden Party - Special order code for 20% off plus free delivery and free returns
Thank you to those of you who came to the Boden Party on Monday and who have already
put in their Boden order at 20% off plus free delivery and returns. The form reps are
circulating our unique code which should remain live for a couple of weeks giving you the
discount and giving the HPA free commission. Thank you for your support.
HPA AGM - Tuesday 11th October - 8.00pm
Please come along to hear about the events run and funds raised over the past year and the
plans for this coming year. We would also like some more people to come on board to help
out with events so, if you are interested, please do come along or contact Sasha Latter
on sasha@mitchellstephenson.com .

HPA
Bonfire
and
Fireworks
Night
Thursday
3rd
November 2016
Tickets are now on sale
via a new online
ticketing system. This
is a first for the HPA
and should simplify and
speed up the process of
buying
your
tickets.
Tickets are
available
via buytickets.at/HPAfir
eworks (password:
glowstick) or via the link
on our facebook page:
The HPA.
The gates open at 5.45
and from 6.00 - 6.45
good
old-fashioned
sausages with all the
usual trimmings, drinks,
sweets and glowsticks
will all be available. Our
fabulous
fireworks
display will start at 6.45.
There will be mini-buses
running from the HNEY
and The Grasshopper
(details to follow).
Bring torches and wear
boots for a great family
night out!

Phoenix Trading
are supporting the fabulous work
of the HPA again in 2016
All you need to do take
advantage of this wonderful
fundraising opportunity is to go to
www.sallyhemeon.com
choose some beautiful cards,
wrapping paper, gift boxes or
anything else in the Phoenix
range that tickles your fancy and
make the most of this great
chance to get ahead with your
Christmas whilst supporting the
HPA from the comfort of your
home ..........
15% of your order – no matter
how large or small – will be
donated to the HPA when you
use the ref HPA on your order –
anyone may use the code,
grandparents, friends, spread the
word!
The offer is valid until Friday 21st
October and all orders will be
delivered to your home address
at NO extra charge to you.

Sally Hemeon will contact you directly for payment once your order is placed.
News from the Kitchen
Please don’t forget that the new menus for both Hazelwood School and the Nursery & Early
Years are now on their respective websites under The Parents’ Sections.
Music Timetable
The weekly music timetable can be viewed on the Music Notice Board outside the Dining
room in the courtyard. I will endeavour to have the coming week’s music timetable on the
notice board by the end of the school day each Friday. Please ensure that your child brings
their instrument and music in on the relevant day. It is also important for them to take these
books and instruments home when they do not need them in school.
Sports Department
Match Reports should be taken to Mrs Greenwood or emailed to her on
headspa@hazelwoodschool.com by Friday afternoon ahead of assembly on Monday morning.
If your child is nominated as captain, please encourage them to write a short report, no longer

than 4 or 5 lines, in time for the assembly. The children do like to share their successes with
the rest of the school. Thank you

Running strong in the Thomas Trophy: Daniel A finishes FIRST!
On a beautifully sunny Friday afternoon the Hazelwood Cross Country team entered the
Thomas Trophy at Sevenoaks Prep School. In each of the races there were approximately
100 competitors from 17 different schools.
The Under 9 girls were first up. It was a tough race through the grounds of Knole Park and up
a steep road leading to Sevenoaks Prep playing fields. The girls performed well with a
particularly strong performance from Florine R who finished 23rd. The Under 9 boys race was
another exciting one. We had high hopes coming into the event for Daniel A who won our
internal Inter House competition. However, it is probably fair to say we were a little surprised,
although delighted, to see Daniel coming into the home straight in first place. With 100m
metres to go Daniel held a lead of about 10 metres over the Yardley runner in 2nd place. A
very nervous Hazelwood crowd watched as the 2nd placed athlete slowly started to close the
gap. As they crossed the finish line relief hit as Daniel had managed to hold off the challenge
to finish in 1st place. A superb run and the 2nd year in a row we have won this event with Luke
D’s victory in 2015. Fantastic support from Alex P (13th), Adam R (23rd), Harry W (24th), Harry
E (34th) and Hugo dVH (43rd) secured 3rd place for the boys in the team event.
Our U11 Girls and boys ran the 2000m course with a determination and energy of which we
can be really proud. All the competitors showed that hard work does pay off. Luke D, last
year’s Under 9 winner came into the event with high hopes but this is a particularly tough age
group with several strong runners. As the runners hit the home straight Luke was battling with
2 other boys for the medal positions. Unfortunately, this time Luke had to settle for 3 rd place.
Luke sets himself high standards when he runs so he was naturally a little frustrated but he
should be delighted with his performance and will no doubt use this to drive him forward at
next week’s South East championships. Particular mention should also go to Holly L (13 th),
Jas F (19th), Karlijn R (23rd), Thomas H (24th) and Hannah R (26th) whose individual
performances helped both the boys and girls teams into 4th place overall.
The U13 boys (made up entirely of U12 runners) found the afternoon tough. Oscar P was our
leading runner with a 32nd place finish.
As a staff and parent group we could not have been prouder of the effort and determination
shown. We now look forward to the races next week.
Notice Board
Communication sent home this week
The following letters have been sent home. If you need a duplicate copy, please contact the
School Office.
Year 8
Whole school

Play change of rehearsal and ticket order
Christmas shoe box appeal

Key Events for Next Week
Updates in RED
Monday 10 October
HNEY Focus week - Topic: Eco Week
Tuesday 11 October
0900- Year 8 Play Technical run-through
1100
1430 Football: U8 A-C v Caterham (A)
2000 HPA AGM in the TOSH
Wednesday 12 October
1330 Hockey: U11A v Hoebridge (A – Woking)
1430 Football: 2nd XI, 4th XI, Colts A, B and C v Yardley Court (A)
1430 Football: 1st XI, 3rd XI, Colts D, E and F v Yardley Court (H)
1430 Hockey: U13A and B/C v Hawthorns (A)
1430 Hockey: U11B and C/D v Micklefield (H) (ELC)
1430 Hockey: U10A and B v Rosehill (A)
1530 Hockey: U10C and D v Reigate St Mary’s (A) (RGS)
1900 Year 8 Play
Thursday 13 October
0835 House Meetings
1430 Football: U8A/B and U9A/B v Russell House (A)
14.30 Hockey: U9 A/B (triangular with Hawthorns and Micklefield) (H) (Hazelwood school
courts)
1430 Hockey: U9 C/D v Hawthorns (A)
1500 Year 8 Visiting Speaker on Islam: Lena Abdu
1600
16.45 Swimming gala: U8, U9,U10 V Hawthorns (A)
1900 Year 8 Play
Friday 14 October
HALF TERM COMMENCES at the end of the school day

